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hundred and ninety six apartments  should   be  drawn,    The
word bhadra (auspiciousness) should be written there.   They
should be'encircled with   rows on   which  the   names of  the
quarters  should  be  written (27—28).     Again  on   all  these
rows figures of lotuses should be drawn.    Then in the middle
compartment necks should be drawn in all the   quarters (29).
Four figures should be drawn outside, and  after  it three in
each row, one after the  other.    Then an ornament should be
drawn by the side of  each   neck (30).    He  should   sprinkle
thrice with water the seven extremities of the external  cone.
Thus is formed the circular  altar of seven   divisions where
Hari should be worshipped  (31).   This  is the circular altar
of twenty five vkyuhas where the  universal   form  of Vishnu
is worshipped.   Thirty two cabits of ground should be equally
measured by a votary with his hand (32).   Thus  within  six-
teen (principal) compartments one thousand and twenty four
minor ones are  formed (33).    Having  written bkadra and.
sprinkling water to the fire he should write eight   bkadrakas -
with six compartments in all the  quarters.    Then  sprinkling
the  fins and  the sixteen bkadraka$t with   water  he  should
draw other fins on all sides 34—35).    He should   then   draw'
the twelve doors, three in each  quarter,   six   at  the   outside,
and four severally in the end,  middle and al! sides (36).    He
should draw, for beautuying the figure, four doors, two outside
and two inside.    And three  minor  doors  should   be  drawn
in the extremeties and five outside  (37)*   Then   he  should
as before make ornamental drawings, seven   in   the   external
cones and three in the end (38).
He should worship Para Brahma in the auspicious tw.enjy-
five Vyhuas. Then gradually in the lotus drawn «.n the mid-
die beginning with the east fee should worship V§sudeva and
other deities (39). Having worshipped the Boar form o!
Vishnu in the first lotus he should adore the Vyuahas till the
worship of the twenty-six is finished (40). In the lot us fee should
adpre all tbe tVyubas with,great care. He should then regard

